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HushMat Ultra™
OEM APPROVED VIBRATION DAMPING AND THERMAL INSULATION

License Plate Kit
4" x 12" Ultra Damping Pad & License Frame w/Silencer Foam Treatment #10600   

Speaker Kit
4 Sheets  12" x 6" 2 sq.ft. Black #10110   

Starter Kit
4 Sheets  12" x 12" 4 sq.ft. Black #10150   

Door Kit
10 Sheets  12" x 12" 10 sq.ft. Black #10200   

Trunk/Compact Kit
10 Sheets  12" x 23" 19 sq.ft. Black #10300   

Trunk/SUV Kit
16 Sheets  12" x 23" 31 sq.ft. Black #10330   

Bulk Kit
9 Sheets  18" x 32" 36 sq.ft. Black #10800   

Bulk Kit
30 Sheets  12" x 23" 59 sq.ft. Black #10500   

Pro Roller
Pro Roller for application of HushMat Ultra #90100   

1/4" Foam
2 Sheets  23.5" x 36" 5.8 sq.ft. Black #20200   

1/2" Foam
4 Sheets  12.5" x 23" 2 sq.ft. Black #20300   

Wave Breaker 
2 Sheets  8" x 8" x 1/2" #82450   

Wave breaker can be used to treat standing wave or back wave in every speaker in your car, truck, boat, rv, office and home. Wave breaker is a synthetic large cell foam
placed directly behind the speaker magnet will eliminate standing wave/back wave from that speaker. When HushMat is placed behind the speaker back waves are absorbed
and broken up in the wave breaker molecular structure. This prevents bounce back and related distortion. Therefore you get all the music you paid for out of that speaker.

Simple to use - cuts with scissors and just peel and stick. HushMat's incredible adhesive technology makes this product a very simple install.

HUSHMAT ULTRA is a pressure-sensitive, constrained-layer damper, which has excellent adhesion to many difficult to bond substrates such as oily cold rolled steel, automo-
tive E-coat, primers and finishes, and many plastics including polypropylene.  The aluminum foil constraining layer and specially formulated viscoelastic polymer layer com-
bine to give effective vibration damping over a wide temperature range. Ultra is provided in rectangular or square sheets and can be hand-cut for special configurations. 

HUSHMAT ULTRA is temperature resistant and will maintain adhesion through all automotive bake cycles including 288°C (550 degrees F) over-bake conditions. This allows
its application at any stage of the production cycle. It can be applied to both pre-painted and top-coated metal surfaces. It is compatible with automotive coatings and will not
contaminate spray operations.  HUSHMAT ULTRA superior adhesion characteristics provide excellent corrosion resistance.

Absorb and eliminate high frequency airborne noise. Sound dampening pads treat structural vibration - noise in a frequency range from zero to 1,000 Hz. Silencer Megabond
absorbs airborne high frequency noise up to 4000 Hz frequency. Engine, exhaust drone, road noise and wind noise is well above 1,000 Hz. Cut down that noise and reduce
the heat that comes from engine, headers, exhaust and catalytic converter - with one USA Made material - lightweight & self-adhesive HushMat Silencer Megabond. Similar
to the application of foam on the ceiling and walls of a recording studio - HushMat's Silencer Megabond performs a similar function in the interior of vehicles.

Silencer Megabond™ Foam

Wave Breaker™


